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About the Author: Dr. Lilli Botchis

Lilli Botchis, PhD, is a psycho-spiritual counselor, educator, and energy medicine developer with 35 years’

in advanced body/soul wellness and the development of higher consciousness. Her expertise includes

botanical therapies, gems, color, flower essences, light, and bioenergy therapies. She is devoted to helping

unlock your innate healing power and actualizing your greatest potential. Awaken your holographic human today!
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Scalar Energy Regeneration

Activating Healthy Holographic Fields
“Scalar waves enhance the wireless anatomy of the subtle bodies. They also raise vibrational frequencies and align sub-

conscious, conscious, and super-conscious mind.”

any of the products I create, including personalized, customized formulas, are potentized in my scalar wave

chamber.

Scalar waves are a well-known phenomenon described in astrophysics, geology, and hydrodynamics. They occur

naturally in Nature (e.g., thoughts, DNA), but currently many healing-technology systems are emerging that can

generate scalar waves to intelligently interface with one’s living bio-interactive fields.

Scalar waves are non-linear, non-Hertzian waves, that have the ability to carry information. They travel faster than the

speed of light and do not decay over time or distance. Scalar-wave technologies create a transcendental healing

experience in which the individual is infused with restorative information and bathes in super-conductive, highly dense

coherent energy fields.

Restoring the genetic perfection inherent in our original blueprint is a natural process of self-regeneration found at the

subatomic level manifesting into the cellular functions.

Scalar waves are self-contained three-dimensional waves that spin on a fixed axis. Non-linear waves propagate

throughout the body via the crystalline lattices of the elaborate collagen network. Scalar waves increase the energy

covalent level of every single hydrogen atom in the body as verified by spectrograph. This is significant in that hydrogen

bonds are what hold DNA together.

Dr. Glen Rein, a quantum biologist, points out from his experiments with scalar waves that they positively influence the

immune and nervous systems independent of the belief systems of the individual. Every cell in the human body, when

functioning at its maximum health potential, ranges between 70–90 millivolts. Dis-ease and aging occur when the

cellular energy depreciates to levels below this range.

The human body has crystalline structures in every cell wall that are capable of holding a charge. The shape of scalar

waves is reminiscent of the multiple helical structure of DNA as it folds in on itself. Quantum Mechanical models

describe subatomic particles that can store and carry biological information along helical macromolecules like DNA.

This indicates that scalar energy is capable of imprinting itself in the DNA.

From a scientific perspective, scalar fields produce the following effects:

• Promote longevity and prevent aging through entraining the physiology to gain self-referral regenerative healing

functions

• Neutralize harmful effects of EMFs

• Increase covalent level of hydrogen atoms that hold DNA together

• Maximize nutrient uptake and cellular detoxification

• Increase immune function

• Increase amplitude of EEG frequencies (brainwave coherence, mental focus)

• Balance the two hemispheres of the brain (super learning)

• Catalyze heightened states of awareness and creativity

• Increase connection between the Universal energy of God that is limitless, without time and space, and able to

advance the process of manifestation in regard to health, wealth, and happiness

• Create cumulative beneficial effects

Take a look at brainwave coherence before and after exposure to scalar fields: EEG Test Results for Scalar Wave

Energy Enhancement (PDF)

Although experiences will vary from person to person, some of the experiences reported by users include:

• Accelerated healing and rejuvenation

• Improved sleep

• Increased calmness, peace and harmony

• Balances left/right hemisphere of brain

• Increased energy and physical stamina

• Improved performance, concentration, focus

• Greater emotional clarity and freedom

• Better mental health and relief from depression

• Reduced effects of past traumas

• Better response to stress

• Rapid post-surgical healing

• More presence, living in “the now”

• Enhanced learning capabilities and Neurological function

• Greater self-confidence, self-acceptance and self-love

• Relief from pain

• Improved immune function

• Improved sense of well-being

• Increases connection between the universal love energy of God that is limitless, beyond time and space

“Scalar fields have a potential for increasing energy and reversing aging. They increase the connection between that

universal energy which is limitless, without time and space, and your awareness of it, to use it in order to manifest whatever

you want to manifest, whether it’s health, wealth, or happiness.”

—Dr. Victor A. Marcial-Vega, M.D., John Hopkins Research Physician, Oncology

Scalar Wave Lasers (SWL)
Advanced Quantum Cold Laser Rejuvenation Technology

Scalar Wave Laser (SWL) systems are portable, handheld units designed to be used by lay persons and professionals

alike. The SWL combines the most advanced cold laser technology with state of the art quantum scalar waves to

address all facets of health and dis-ease, supporting the shift toward a more holistic state of coherent consciousness.

Neutralizing Stress with Scalar Waves

Scalar waves are neutral waves of energy that exist in nature. These wave forms are often found at power spots and

pristine environments deep in the forest, and at the great, silent depths within oceans. Scalar waves do not have

polarity, and therefore do not travel in a linear fashion from past to present. They are unified field energy that is

profoundly effective in neutralizing chronic pain, stress, dis-ease and cell memory of any kind.

Scalar waves neutralize the polarity that holds the trauma or psycho/emotional thought forms that cause suffering.

They unwind and clear distortions, resolve conflicts, and clear the pre-programmed negative/destructive patterns of

information in the mind/body energy fields that lead to stress and dis-eased conditions.

SWL Benefits

• Pain Relief

• Healing Injuries

• Anti-Aging

• Weight Loss

• Immune Enhancement

• Organ Balancing

• Glandular Rejuvenation

• Lymph Activation

• Chakra Balancing

• Nerve Regeneration

• Laser Acupuncture

• Laser Facelift

SWL: A Unified Field Protocol

The Scalar Wave Laser (SWL) training process is based on a quantum understanding of the body called the Unified Field

Protocol. This revolutionary low-level laser training approach honors the body’s wisdom, and recognizes that the

nature of the body is to regenerate. Using lasers to donate energy to the cell, so it regenerates and returns to its

normal, healthy state of functioning.

The Unified Field Protocol is a proprietary process for unwinding cells, organs, glands, meridians and chakras into the

unified field. It recalibrates cells, organs and the entire body/mind organism towards an advance state of health and

well being.The Protocol is not based on germ theory or the attempt to fix or cure. It is based on the principle and

understanding of pleomorphic principle—that the body finds solutions to situations when it is relaxed and at ease, with

all of its sytems up and running, and working together.

The body is, at a fundamental level, a body of light. All cells and body systems are designed to be relaxed and at ease in

neutrality. The universe is 99% neutral energy, or space, and when we relax and unwind the polarity, or cell memory, the

cell opens up to this unified field of energy.

The Protocol also works great on all injuries, disease, stress and tensions by shifting the cell memory, or contraction of

energy into a state of cellular self-regeneration that is directly connecting to our universal source of light and unlimited

energy. This approach works great for everything from the smallest cells and DNA to the larger organs and even the

emotions and entire chakra field of energy.

The Unified Field Protocol aims to return the cellular field or body to this quantum state of being neutral. Which

naturally plugs us into the vast and neutral field of energy that makes up this universe.

The SWL protocols work on the understanding that in order to assist the cells and the body to do this work of

regenerating cells we have to first unwind or clear the cellular energy. This cell energy is what limits new cells from the

full state of energy and the quantum state wellness.

Scalar Wave Lasers—Unique Qualities

The Scalar Laser is our main cold laser model. It has 16 laser diodes in the 650nm or red spectrum, and in the 780nm or

infra red spectrum. We also include violet LEDs or light emitting diodes to help condition the light to be relaxing and

therapeutic.

This system also comes with a fully digital interface modeled after a cell phone. This gives the user the ability to choose

different programs and to customize your own programs. There is a built in battery with an accompanying charger that

enable the user to recharge the unit when necessary. This system also has a plug in to enable the system to output via

any one of the Pulsar probes.

All SWLs come with free shipping, full money back guarantee, DVD training and assistance needed to help get the user

up and running with using our cold laser systems.

What You Get

SWL quantum healing lasers use a unique new violet, soft laser, crystal spectrum technology. They have a fully digital

Wavestar programmable interface, with patent-pending Scalar Wave Laser quantum technology and capabilities.

The Scalar Wave Laser comes with over 100 presets for healing cells, all organs, glands and systems of the body.

Settings for all the chakras, meridians, and more alchemical explorations are included:

• 16 diode cold laser with advanced Pulsar probe technology

• Revolutionary Scalar Wave Technology

• Wavestar digital processing technology

• Unlimited frequency programmability

• Organic natural sine wave generation

• Violet crystal low level laser light technology

• Unified Field Laser Training Protocol Manual

• 100% money back guarantee

The Scalar Wave Difference

The SWL is the first truly quantum laser rejuvenation system. It is revolutionary in its ability to neutralize and clear cell

memory. This unique feature is made possible by our patent pending scalar wave technology.

The SWL uses the newest cold laser technology, advanced quantum features, free next day shipping and DVD training,

to help get you up and running. It combines the most advanced cold laser technology with state of the art quantum

scalar waves to address all facets of health and dis-ease, supporting the shift toward a more holistic state of coherent

consciousness.

Many who use our lasers start off by using them for pain and injuries, and then expand to the subtler work of healing

limited emotions, beliefs, chakra balance and clearing, meridian clearing and many other quantum healing, and higher

consciousness applications.

For scalar-enhanced vibrational products and scalar technologies, contact Lilli.
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